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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Problem. - This study is an evaluation of the frequency of
the most common items of health information among 715 Negro low-sixth
grade school children in the Atlanta Public School*
The Purposes* - The purposes of this study arei
1* to determine the status of health information of the low-
sixth grade Negro pupils of Atlanta*
2* to determine the sex differences, if any*
3* to compare the status of health information of age groups
within the low-sixth grade*
4* to evaluate the sixty items of the Gates-Strang Health
Knowledge Test in terms of the percentage of failures by
the 715 pupils*
The Scope Of the Study* - This study was based on the perfonnance
of 715 pupils in the low-sixth grade of ten Negro public schools in Atlanta,
Georgia, on the Gates-Strang Health Knowledge Test*
Description of the Test* - The revised form of the Gates-Strang
j-
Health Knowledge Test, Form A , for elementary grades 3 to 8 was used as
a basis for this study* The test is composed of sixty questions of the
five-options type* The time required for administering this test is forty
minutes* The items selected were based on extensive curriculum research
involving an analysis of mortality, morbidity and accident statistics, pop¬
ular health sources, interests and needs of children of different ages,
2
and courses of study and text books* The reliability coefficient of the
.j-f
1 ~~ '
Copy of test in Appendix
2
A.l. Gates tod Ruth Strang, Health Knowledge Tost* Manual of Di-





Summary of Related Literature» - la reviewing literature related
to this study it was found that health education has not been standardised
and that only recently have attempts been made to determine the health in¬
formation of students*
Monroe, in emphasizing the significance of research in health
2
stated that i
Research in health education should proceed simultaneously
on many fronts* First of all there is a need for health facte*
Closely related to the study of health needs and problems is
another type of research; namely, that relating to health know¬
ledge, attitudes and interests that are essential to healthful
living at different ages and in diverse environments*
In recent yeeo'S many atten^ts have been made to determine the
health knowledge status of school children by using some form of health in-
3
formation test. In discussing health tests, Monroe fiurther ststed that t
The relatively few attempts to measure health knowledge may
be represented by a recent revision of one of the earliest tests
(Gates, A.I. and Strang, Ruth; Health Knowledge Test) emd by the
novel forms of health knowledge tests developed experimentally
by the American Child Association* Tests now include knowledge
upon which sovind health practices are based instead of know^
ledge of health practices cnly* Tests of health knowledge are









Della Norman, of Atlanta University, made a study in 1944 to de¬
termine the health knowledge of 627 pupils of grades 4 - 8 of 21 Negro
1
public schools in two covinties of Texas*
The major purpose of the study was to ascertain the health
knowledge of the 627 pupils* The Harlow Achievement Test was
administered and the data was computed and divided into five-
letter grading groups* The test questions were classified in¬
to definite areas of health knowledge* This procedure was used
for each of the five grades and percentile norms were establish¬
ed and compared* The major findings of this study revealed that
there was a lack of health knowledge among all of the pupils and
that there was a need for a more effective health program in the
schools studied*
In 1939 James Humphrey made a study to determine the health knowledge
and attitudes of 437 grade eight students in ten school in Seminole and Ok-
2
fuskee counties of Oklahoma*
The study was based on results of scores made by the pupils
on the Painter and Stone Health Knowledge Test. It was con¬
cluded that there is little correlation between health know¬
ledge and attitudes and that health practices are far behind the
health knowledge of the students* The results of the test also
showed the need for more specific objectives for greater erq>ha-
sis on health training and more uniformity of health instruction*
3
Other studies similar to this are Graxmel Tolliver's study in 1936
of the status of health knowledge and attitudes and the effect of health
1
Delia M. Norman, "A Study to Determine the Health Knowledge of 627
Pupils of the 4-8 Grades of 21 Negro Public Schools of Morris and Camp
Counties, Texas* Unpublished Master's Thesis, Depertment of Education,
Atlanta University, 1944*
2
James E* Humphrey, "A Study of Health Knowledge and Attitudes of
Eighth Grade Students. Unpublished Master's Thesis, Oklahoma A. €uid M. Col¬
lege, 1939*
3
Grannel Tolliver, "A Study of the Health Status and Health Knowledge
and the Effect of Health Teaching in the Third and Fourth Grades of Three
Texas Schools* Unpublished Master's Thesis, University of Kansas, 1930*
teaching in the third and fourth grades of three Texas schools and La Bar-
1
ne Ashbu2y*8 study in 1931 in irtiich health knowledge versus health prac¬
tices in grades six, seven and eight of the Ridge Avenue School in Neptune,
New Jersey. She concluded that the lack of health practices is not due to
the lack of health knowledge, biit to undesirable home conditions.
Method of Procedure. - The Gates-Strang Health Knowledge Test which
had been previously administered and scored by persons other than the writer
were collected from the Negro supervisor. Since the test had already been
administered and scored it was necessary for a sample test, the manual of
directions and scoring key to be studied by the writer. All test booklets
were rechecked for possible errors in the scoring.
All scores were compiled and a frequency distribution was made of
the total scores. Norms were obtained and compared with norms of a sixth
grade group listed in the manual of directions. The scores were classifi¬
ed according to age and sex groups. Frequency distributions of these data
were made and interpreted. Norms were obtained end compared. Graphic il¬
lustrations were made to further show these data.
A detailed analysis was made of the sixty items to determine the de¬
gree of difficulty of each. The items were evaluated in terms of the per
cent of failures end an attempt was made to group items of a similar natvire
into definite areas of health information. Findings of these data are
presented on a difficulty scale, on a profile graph and in tables.
1
'La Barne D. Ashbury, "Health Knowledge Versus Health Practices in
the Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Grades of the Ridge Avenue School in Neptune,
New Jersey. Unpublished Master’s Thesis, New York, 1931
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These data were collected^ compiled, computed and evaluated during
1945 in Atlanta, Georgia. The Nomative-Survey research method was used*
CHAPTER II
DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
The assembled test scores of 715 low-sixth grade pupils on the
health knowledge test afforded several ways of treatment and arrangement
of the results of the data* The following were selected by the writeri
1, a frequency distribution of all 715 scores, including both
boys and girls*
2* a frequency distribution of all 715 chronological ages*
3* a frequency distribution of the 715 scores divided into three
age groupst below eleven years, at eleven years and above
eleven years* •
4* a frequency distribution according to sex, 295 boys and 420
girls*
5* a difficulty scale based on the degree of difficulty of each
of the sixty items and grouping of these items into definite
areas of health information*
Frequency Distribution of the 715 Scores* - In Table 1 the scores
of the 715 pupils ranged from 0 to 55* The median of the combined scores
on the test was 27*8 and the mean was 27*5* The standard deviation was
9*47* One-foxirth of the pupils made a score of 21 or lower out of a possi¬
ble score of 60 and three-fourths of the pupils made a score of 38 or lower*
A histogram of this distribution is shown in Figure 1 in the Appendix*
A Comparison of the Norms Obtained From this Study With Norms Re¬
ported in the Manual of Directions* - The test norms of a sixth grade re¬
ported in the manual, based on a very small nianber of cases were much hi^-
er than the norms obtained from this study* There were 122 cases reported
in the manual, of a sixth grade in a large city system* The scores ranged
from 24 - 48; the median was 40,was 37 euad ijg was 44*
This study v/as based on a much larger group of 715 pupils who were




A FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE 715 SCORES, THE MEDIAN,





55 - 59 1
50-54 5
45 - 49 32
40 - 44 31
35 - 39 86
30-34 157
25 - 29 141
20 - 24 128
15 - 19 72











cation given in the manual of the status of the sixth grade reported, there¬
fore definite conclusions can not be made comparing these two groups* How¬
ever, noxmis of a fifth grade were reported in the manual and the scores
ranged from 21 - 51. The median was 38, Qj^ was 41 and Qj was 35. The
norms obtained from this study were also much lower than the norms of the
fifth grade.reported. Valid rational norms are not reasonably fixed however.
8
1
since health education is not standardized*
The Age Range and Average Age of the 715 Pupils* - The ages of pu¬
pils in this group ranged from 9-18 years. The average age of the group
was 11 years, 11.6 months. It may bo seen in Table 2 that 306, the largest
number of pupils were eleven years old. Only one pupil was eighteen years
old and three were nine years old. A frequency distribution of all ages
of the boys and girls separately is also presented in Table 2.
TABLE 2





16 2 2 4
15 12 13 25
14 21 26 47
13 53 56 109
12 74 86 160
11 121 185 306
. 10 12 47 59
9 3 3
N 295 420 715
Mean 12.08 11.86 11.97
The oldest and the youngest pupils were girls. The oldest boy
was sixteen, the oldest girl was eighteen. The yoimgest boys were ten
years while the youngest girls were nine years old. The average age of the
boys was twelve years one month and the average age for girls was eleven
1
A.I. Gates and Ruth Strang, Health Knowledge Test, Manual of Di¬
rections, (New York), p.2, '
9
years ten months* A graphic distribution of these ages and the combined
ages aire shown in Figure 2*
Distribution of Scores into Three Age Groups* - For analysis of the
frequency distribution of scores, scores of all pupils, ages nine through
eighteen were combined into three age groups* Eleven years was used as the
basic age group since it is generally accepted as the average age for sixth
grade pupils* The other two groups were composed of pupils below eleven
years and those above eleven years*
Sixty-two pupils were below eleven years and they made the highest
scores on the test* Scores within this group ranged from 14 to 55* The
median was 32*15 and the mean score was 32*80* The largest nvuaber of pupils
in this group made scores between 30 - 34* The highest score on the test
was made by a ten year old pupil*
The scores of the 306 pupils of the eleven years group, the basic
group, ranged from 0 to 50* The median was 28*73 and the mean score was
28*84* There were more very high scores than very low scores which made
the distribution negatively skewed* The largest number of scores in this
group were between 30 and 34* One pupil made 0 and one made the high score
of this group, 50*
There were 347 pupils in the group above eleven years* These scores
also ranged from 0 to 50* Six pupils made aero and only one made 50* The
median was 25*37 and the mean score was 25*35* These scores were mors than
three points below the averages of the eleven year age group and seven points
below the averages of the group below eleven years* More very low scores
were made than very high scores* Forty-six pupils msuie scores between 0 and
14 tdiile only twenty-two pupils msuie scores within the highest intervals 40 -
54*
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This dirision of scores into age groups and the average scores of
each group is presented in Table 3» Scores of pupils below eleven years
revealed evidences of superior health information of this group*
TABLE 3
A FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF ALL SCORES INTO THREE
AGE GROUPS WITH THE MEDIAN AND MEAN SCORES
Scores Age Group8
Below 11 Years ( 11 Years Above 11 Years
55 - 59 1
50-54 3 1 1
45 - 49 3 16 13
40-44 5 18 8
35 - 39 11 45 30
30 - 34 17 71 69
26 - 29 13 60 68
20 - 24 4 57 67
15 - 19 4 23 45
10 - 14 1 12 29
5-9 2 11
0-4 1 6
N 62 306 347
Median 32,15 28.73 25*37
Meem 32«80 28*84 25*35
The Principal Centile Scores of the Three Age Groups* - The impor¬
tant centile scores based on the scores earned on the health test by pu¬
pils of the ages eleven years, below eleven years and above eleven years may
be seen in Table 4*
11
TABLS 4
THE IMPORTMT CENTILE SCORES BASED ON THE RAW SCORES EARNED
BY PUPILS OF EACH AGE GROUP
Percentiles Point Scores
Below 11 Yesurs 11 Years Above 11 Years
95 51 45 42
90 46 41 37
80 40 37 33
75 38 35 32
70 36 33 31
60 34 31 28
50 32 29 26
40 31 27 22
30 28 24 21
25 27 23 19
20 26 22 17
10 21 18 12
5 17 15 10
At each percentile the point scores of the group of pupils below
eleven years were higher than those of the other two groups. This is further
evidence of the superior health knowledge of pupils in this group compared
with pupils eleven years and above eleven years* The point scores of the
eleven years group were higher at each percentile than those of the group
above eleven years* The scores of the pupils above eleven years revealed
evidences that they were least familiar with the health information items*
Figure 2 shows a percentile graph of the distribution and variability
of the point scores earned by each of the groups*
12
Age-Groups -11 11 11/
Figure 2 - PERCENTILE GRAPH
SHOWING GENTILE DISTRIBUTION AND VARIABILITY OF 715 SIXTH GRADE
PUPILS AT AGES BELOW 11, 11, AND ABOVE 11 YEARS, BASED ON THE
EARNED SCORES FROM THE HEALTH INFORMATION TEST.
A Comparison of the Scores of 295 Boys and 420 Girls. - The scores
earned on the test hy 420 girls ranged from 0 to 55 and the scores of the
boys ranged from 0 to 50, The largest number of girls, 102 made scores in
the intenral 30 - 34, The largest number of boys made scores in the inter¬
vals 25-29 and 30 - 34j there were fifty-five pupils in each of those
15
intei*Tal8« A frequency distribution of these scores is shown in Table 5*
The scores of the girls were symmetrically distributed around the
median, 29»36« The boys’ scores were bunched immediately below the median
26.75 snd scattered above it. The mean score obtained for the girls was
29.62 and the mean score of the boys was 25.31. There was an actual dif«>
ference of 4.31 between the two mean scores. The standard error of the
girls’ mean score was 0.515. The standard error of the difference between
the two mean scores va.s 0.676. The critical ratio was 6.37, which was far
1
greater them 3, the nianber required to establish a significant difference.
This difference indicated very definitely a sex difference, as determined by
the results of this test in favor of the girls.
These data are also presented in Table 5. Figure 3 in the Appendix
presents a frequency polygon of the distribution shown in Table 5.
The Principal Gentile Scores of the Boys and Girls. - Table 6 pre¬
sents the principal centile scores obtained from the number of correct re¬
sponses made by the boys and girls on the test.
The score at the 95th percentile for boys was one point higher than
that for the girls; however, at each other percentile the scores of the
girls were the higher. Boys lAio gave correct responses to 32 of the items
ranked at the 75th percentile but the girls who ranked at this percentile
gave correct responses to 35 of the items. At the 50th percentile boys
gave 26 correct responses to the sixty items and the girls gave 29 correct
responses. Boys vho made only 18 correct responses and girls who made 23
correct responses to the sixty items ranked at the 25th percentile. A
percentile graph showing the relative centile norms of the 295 boys and
420 girls may be seen in Figxnre 4.
i




A FRENQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE SCORES OF 295 BOYS AND 420 GIRLS
ON THE HEALTH KNOWLEDGE TEST WITH THE MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS,
THE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE MEANS, THE STANDARD ERROR OF THE DIFFERENCE






35 - 39 28 58
30-34 55 102
25 - 29 55 86
20-24 61 67
15 - 19 38 34






Standeird error of the Mean 0*515 0*439
Difference between the Means







SHCWING THE IMPORTAUT GENTILE SCORES EARNED ON THE



















Figure 4, - A PERCENTILE GRAPH SHOWING THE RELATIVE CENTILB NORI«SS
EASED ON THE SCORES OF 295 BOYS AND 420 GIRLS ON THE
HEALTH TEST.
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An Bvaluation of the Sixty Health Infoirmatloa Items in Terms of the
Percentages of Failures by 715 Sixth Grade Pupils* - Each of the sixty items
was evaluated in terms of the percentage of failures by the number of pupils
attempting* Numerous unfinished booklets revealed that the time allotment
of forty minutes was not sufficient for all pupils in the group to attempt
all items* The first 25 items were attempted by all pupils* The number of
attempts of the remainin' items decreased and fluctuated until the last item
was attempted by only 674 of the 715 pupils* The number of failures of the
items ranged from 97 to 593 with corresponding percentages of failures from
13^ to 84jJ» The S*D* value of each item was derived from the per cent of
failures*
Table 7 carries the sixty items and their scale values* The sm of
these values is 70*87*
Item one did not have the smallest percentage of failures* nor did
item sixty have the greatest percentage of failiares* This indicated that
the items were not arranged on the test according to the degree of diffictil-
ty they were to the group tested* Table 8 shows an arrangement of the sixty
items based on the degree of difficulty of each to the pupils of this group*
The items of least difficulty are first and then proceeding to the items of
least familiarity and greatest difficulty*
18
TABLS 7
THE SIXTY HEALTH IHPORMATION TEST ITEMS WITH
THE SCALE VALUES DERIVED FROM THE PER CERT































































































































Sum of possible scale values 70,87
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TABLE 8
♦M ARRANGEMENT OF THE SIXTY ITEMS ACCORDING
TO THE DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY OF EACH
Degree of Difficulty Item Degree of Difficulty Item
1 14 31 19
2 25 32 10
3 15 33 27
4 1 34 55
5 5 35 42
6 33: 36 16
7 2 37 60
8 17 38 54
9 18 39 8
10 3 40 44
11 47 41 32
12 6 42 66
13 22 43 43
14 12 44 35
15 13 • 46 38
16 29 47 39
17 34 48 9
18 4 49 51
19 30 '50 57
20 40 51 31
21 53 S2 45
22 50 63 36
23 26 54 28
24 7 55 21
25 58 66 52
26 59 67 46
27 49 68 23
28 11 59 24
29 37 60 41
30 48
♦Table begins with the items of least difficulty*
20
A difficulty scale based on the percentage of failures of each item
was constructed# It was divided into five categories, as a grading scale,
based on S.D. units. Bach category was composed of a percentage of the six¬
ty items. The categories were classified as* Least Degree of Difficulty,
Below the Average Degree of Difficulty, Average Degree of Difficulty, Above
the Average Degree of Difficulty and Greatest Degree of i’ifficulty.
The item of the least degree of difficulty had an S.D. value of
-1.15 and the S.D. value of the item of the greatest degree of difficulty
was /l.OO. The construction of the scale was based upon these limits and
later transposed so that 0 was at the lower limit of least degree of diffi¬
culty and 2.15 was the value at upper limit of greatest degree of difficulty.
This difficulty scale combined with a graph showing the percent of items in
each category and the S.D. values is shown in Figure 5.
FIGDE3 5
A GBAPH AND DIFFICULTY SCALE BASED ON THE PER CENT OF FAILURES IN EACH
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Thirteen per cent of the items were of least difficulty, between
-1*16 and *72 S»D» on the original scale and from 0 to *43 on the trans¬
posed scale* The sum of the difficulty values in this category was 2a00»
There were eight items in this category, items, 14,25,15,1,5,33,2 and 17,
These items were three per cent of the total difficulty.
In the arrangement of items based on the degree of difficulty of
each item, these are the first eight items. Item fourteen which was the
item of least difficulty is the first item of the new arrangement. It was
attempted by all pupils and failed by 97, 12,56 per cent of the group.
Item five is the only item in this group which was placed on the test accor¬
ding to the degree of difficulty it was to this group.
Item 5:






Table 12 in the Appendix shows the eight items in this category, the
number of attempts, failures and the per cent of failures of each item.
Item 14 is presented here as the item of least difficulty.
Item 141
The best way to cross a busy street is to
a. Rim across fast the first chance you get,
b. Cross in the middle of the block,
c. Follow an older person as he hxurries across,
d. Walk across when the policeman’s signal says GO,
e. Slip in back of an automobile that is standing on the
side of the street.
In the second category of the difficulty scale, classified as Below
the Average Degree of Difficulty, there were 22 per cent of the items. These
22
items had values between *43 and *86 on the transposed scale and the sum
total of the difficulty values was 9«61* There were thirteen items in this
group and they were 14 per cent of the difficulty. Table 13 in the Appen¬
dix presents the items in this group, the number of attempts, failures and
the per cent of failures.of each.
According to the degree of difficulty to this group of pupils, these
items should have been items 9^.21 Instead ©f 18, 3, 47, 6 , 22, 12, 13, 29 , 34j
4, 30, 40 and 53 as they are placed on the test. Seven of the thirteen items
in this category were attempted by all of the pupils. If the six remaining
items haul come in the order of difficulty to this group, it is safe to as¬
sume that each would have been attempted by all of the pupils and that each
would have had a higher percentag© of correct responses.
Item 53 which was included in this group and was attempted by 684
pupils is presented as an example.
Item 53}
One sign of a healthful schoolroom is
a. Very dry air.
b. A temperature of 75 F.
o. No talking or moving about
d. Children sitting very close together. ..
e. Air that is kept gently moving in and
out. «...
Nineteen percent of the items wore of average degree of difficulty.
There were eleven items in this group and the transposed scale values were
between .86 to 1.29. The sum oi the difficulty values of the items in this
categoiy was 13.36 and they were 19 per cent of the difficulty.
In Table 14 in the Appendix these items, the number of attempts,
failures and the per cent of failures of each are presented.
The items in this group which included eleven items between items
7 and 58 are items numbering 22 to 33 in Table 7. Items 7, 10, and 11 which
23
oamo early on the test were of much greater difficulty than items 50, 58
and 59 ■which ■were among the last items of the test, btrt ■were included in
this group of average difficul-ty*
Item 58 is presented as an example of the items in this group#
Item 581
Many people ■who have tuberculosis get ■well by
a# Taking patent medicines*
b* Taking cold baths and setting-up exercises
every day*
c* Digging and doing other hard ■work all day in
the sunshine *
d* Having much rest, wholesome food, fresh air
e* Drinking ■whisky and sleeping in fresh air
Fifty-'two percent of the 715 pupils gave incorrect responses to this
item* Each of the optional ans^wers ■was chosen as the correct answer in
memy instances* The responses to this item, which deals with a problem of
great concern to Negroes, revealed that less them fifty per cent of the
sixth grade Negro pupils of Atlanta have knowledge of the correct and most
simple trea-fcment of Tuberculosis#
The ■twenty-three items in the group of above the average degree of
difficulty are presented in the Appendix in Table 15* These items were 38
per cent of the sixty items and 38 per cent of the difficulty* The per cent
of failures ranged from 58*48 to 71*71* The S.D. values on the transposed
scale ranged from 1*29 to 1*72* The sum of the difficulty values of these
■twenty-three items was 35*89#
Items 8, 9, 16, 20 and 21 which came early on the test and were at¬
tempted by all of the pupils ■were of extreme difficulty* These items are
n\mibered 39, 48, 36, 45 and 55, respectively on the table of items arranged
according to the degree of difficulty*
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Analysis revealed that item 43 on the test was also the 43rd item
of greatest difficulty. It was attempted by 703 pupils and failed by 463.
This item and item five in the group of least difficulty were the two items
which were placed on the test according to the degree of difficulty they
were to this group*
The five items of greatest degree of difficulty were eight per cent
of the sixty items and they were 14 per cent of the difficulty. The S.D.
values ranged from 1.72 to 2.15 on the transposed scale and the sum of the
difficulty value of items in this category was 10.01. These items, 52, 46,
23, 24 and 41 are shown in Table 16 in the Appendix, Items 23 and 24 includ¬
ed in this group of greatest difficulty appeared early on the tost and they
were attempted by all of the pupils. Item 23 was failed by 79 per cent of
the pupils and item 24 was failed by 82 per cent. These items are the 58th
and 59th items on Table 7. Item 41 was the most difficult item. It was at¬
tempted by 705 pupils and failed by 593, 84 per cent of the group.
Item 41t
A burn in which the skin is made red but not
broken can be treated by
a. Putting iodine on it and a clean cloth over it. ....
b. Putting on an oily substance.
c. Using hydrogen peroxide.
d* Letting cold water rvin on it
e. Putting mercvirochrome on it.
Table 9 summarizes the categories of difficulty by presenting the
five categories, the number of items, the per cent of items, the sum of the
difficulty values and the per cent of difficulty of each category*
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TABLE 9
SHOWING THE FIVE CATEGORIES OF DIFFICULTY, THE NUiEBBR OF ITEMS
IN EACH CATEGORY, THE PER CENT, THE SIM OF THE DIFFICULTY VALUES, THE
PER CENT OF DIFFICULTY, AND THE TOTAL DIFFICULTY VALUE OF ALL ITEMS IN








I 8 13 2*00 3
II 13 22 9*61 14
III 11 19 13*36 19
IV 23 38 35*89 38
V 5 8 10*01 14
Total 60 100 70*87 100
From analysis of the data presented here it may be concluded that
if the itons of greatest familiarity to this group had been placed earlier
on the test, the number of correct responses would have been considerably
hi^er* Each of the sixty items was scored for one point, but these data
have shown that the items did not present equal difficulty to the groupj
thus, the proper scoring of the test results would have been to assign a
value to each item and the sum of the values would have been the derived
score*
The Areas of Health Information Included in the Test* - The sixty
items of the test were carefully studied and an attempt was made to classify
items of similar nature into definite areas of information* As a result of
26
'this analysis "the iiieins wore classified into six areas* These areas werej
FoodSf Desirable Habits and Attitudes, Diseases eind Minor Illnesses, Health**
ful Living Conditions and Safety Measures, Personal Care and Exercise and
Definition of Terms* These six areas and the items included in each are
presented in Table 10«
TABLE 10
AREAS OF HEALTH INFORMATION INCLUDED IN THE TEST AND THE
ITEMS INCLUDED IN EACH AREA
27
There were fourteen items in the area classified as foods* These
items tested the knowledge of the proper foods to eat at each meal« the
type of foods that should be pvirohased, the proper handling of foods, foods
which may be used as substitutes for other foods, the amount of milk and
water children need and general items on niibrients* Fifty-two percent of
these items were answered correctly* Item 25 ydiich was the second item of
least difficulty was included in this area* Item 15, the third item of
least difficulty was also in this area* All items may be seen on the test
in Appendix
The nine items classified in the area of desirable attitudes and
habits were based on knowledge relating to cleanliness, and attitudes con¬
cerning medical treatment, grades in schools, reasons for maintaining good
health and consideration of others* Fifty-three per cent of these items
were answered correctly* Item 33 wiiich was included in this group was also
one of the eight items of least degree of difficulty* This item was based
on attitudes and various responses were given other than the correct one*
Item 33:
If you should get a low mark in school work, it will
help matters if you
a* Decide you are no good and stop working* *....**•
b* Ask the teacher’s advice and follow it* •..*...*•
o* Get angiy and tear up your report card* *•••.*•••
d* Toll your parents the teacher does not like you**
e* Pretend you are sick and can’t go to school* ..**
Options, o, d, and e were checked as the correct answer by a large per cent
of those answering this item incorrectly*
The area of information classified as diseases and minor illnesses
included six items* These items were concerned with the treatment of minor
burns and the contraction and cure of colds and tuberculosis* The percen-
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'bags of correct responses in this area was very low* Item forty one which
was the item of greatest difficulty according to pupil failure was included
in this area*
Twelve items were listed in the surea of healthful living conditions
and safety measures* Correct responses in this area depended upon knowledge
of the things necessary for having and maintaining a healthy home and com¬
munity environment, and the knowledge of safety rules and regulations* The
percentage of correct responses in this area was relatively hi^er than in
other areas* Fifty seven per cent of the pupils made correct responses*
Item fovirteen which was the item of least difficulty was in this area*
The area of personal care and exercise consisted of eight Items*
The responses to this area of information revealed the pupils knowledge of
suitable clothing, care of the eyes, ears and teeth and wholesome recreation*
Forty-eight per cent of these items were answered correctly* Items one and
eight are typical of this area*
Item It
You should always wash your hands before
a* Taking a bath* *«.****.*.**.*
b* Eating* ******
o* Flaying outdoor games* **.**.•*
d* Making a garden* *******
e* Cleaning your room* ******
Item 8t
Alice had a good appetite for supper because all the
afjternoon she. had
a*
a* Studied her lessons* ****** *****
b* Played indoors* ********** ********
o • Sat in the movies * **** *
d* Played out of doors* *** ************
e* Eaten ice cream and cake *******
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Certain definitions of physiological terms and general health in¬
formation -were required in answer to the eleven items in this area. Fewer
correct responses were made to the items in this area than in any other*
Only thirty-six percent of those items were answered correctly* Items 54
and 49 are given as examples of the items in this area*
Item 54 j
!fhe oxygen which we breathe into our limgs is







You are likely to have all your second teeth with
the exception of your wisdom teeth by the time you are
a. Foiu* years old.
b. Six years old.
c. Bight years old.
d* Ten years old
e* Fourteen years old. *
Each of these areas of health information, the number of items in
each and the per cent of correct responses is shown in Table 13* A profile
graph showing the percentage of correct responses to each area may be seen
in Figure S'*
TABLE 11
THE NUMBER OF ITSI^S IN EACH HEALTH INFORMATION AREA AND THE AVERAGE PERCENT
OF PUPILS GIVING CORRECT RESPONSES
Number of Items Areas of Health Information Average Per Cent
of Correct Response
14 Foods 52.6
9 Desirable Habits & Attitudes 53.7
6 Diseases & Minor Illnesses 43*8
12 Healthful Living Conditions
and Safety Measures 57*5
8 Personal Care & Exercise 43*5
11 Definition of Terms 32.1
so
Figure 6 - A PROFILE CHART OF THE PERCENTAGE OF CORRECT RESPONSES
TO EACH HEALTH INFORiaTION AREA.
The percentages of correct responses to each of the health informa¬
tion areas and the large ntimber of items ■which -were above the average degree
1
of difficulty, revealed a need for superior health information. Coulson
suggested a possible means for increasing health information in an article
"Development of the School Health Program". He stated thati
In teaching health -we must instill a working knowledge
of practical facts relating to cleanliness and sanitation;
to food, fresh air, res'b, exercise, games, sports and other
types of recreation; the causes of preventable diseases and
■ways of checking them.
1




James Rogers mentioned in discussing student interests and needs in
hygiene thati
Health has been proclaimed as the first objective in edu~
cation* One means of reaching this objective would seem to
be furnishing of adequate instruction in physiology, personal
hygiene and public health through teachers who are as thorougji
ly prepsured for this work as are instructors in mathematics,
english or scay other subjects*
Summary* - This study was based on the record scores of 715 sixth
grade Negro pupils of Atlanta, Georgia on the Gates-Strang Health Knowledge
Test* The test consisted of 60 questions of the five-options type* The
range of scores of the 715 pupils was from 0 to 55* The median was 27*8 and
the mean was 27*5* Q of the total distribution was 21*2 and Q was 33*74*
1 3
The norms obtained from this study were much lower than the norms
of a smaller group of low-sixth grade pupils reported in the manual of di¬
rections*
The ages of all pupils ranged from 9 to 18* The average age of the
715 pupils was 11 years, 11*6 months* 11 years 10 months was the average
age of the girls and the average age of the boys was 12 years* The 420
girls tested revealed superior information to that of the 295 boys* The
mean score of the girls was 29*62 and the mean score of the boys was 25*31*
The standard error of the difference between the mean scores was 0*676*
The critical ratio was 6*37*
The pupils below eleven years made higher scores than the pupils of
eleven years and above eleven years* The scores of the pupils above eleven
years were the lowest scores*
1
James Rogers, Student Interests and Needs in Hygiene, U*S. Office
of Education Bulletin no* 16 (Washington, D.C., 1937), p.
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The sixty items of the test were divided into five categories of
difficulty based on the percentage of failures of each item* Thirteen per
cent of the items were in the category of least difficulty and they were 3
per cent of the difficulty* Twenty-two percent of the items were of below
the average degree of difficulty. These items were 14 per cent of the dif¬
ficulty and the sum of the difficulty values was 9*61* Nineteen per cent
of the items were of average degree of difficulty* The sum of the difficul¬
ty values of items in this group was 13*36 and they were 19 per cent of the
difficulty* Twenty-three items were above the average degree of difficulty*
These items were 38 per cent of the difficulty and 38 per cent of the sixty
items* Five items were of greatest degree of difficulty* These items were
eight per cent of the sixty items and 14 per cent of the difficulty* The
sum of the difficulty values of these items was 10*01* The sum of the dif¬
ficulty values of the five categories was 70*87* If the test items had
been scored according to the difficulty of the items each would not have
had the same value and the sum of the values would have been 70*87 instead
of 60*
Item forty one was the item of greatest difficulty and item fourteen
was the item of least difficulty%
Pupils made the largest percentage of correct responses in the area
of information classified as Healthful Living Conditions and Safety Measures*
The smallest percentage of correct responses was in the area dealing with
definitions of physiological terms*
Thirty-six of the 60 items were failed by fifty per cent and above.





The Problema - An Evaluation of the Frequencies of the Most Common
Items of Health Information among 715 Negro Low-Sixth Grade School Children
in the Atlanta Public Schools*
The Procedure* - The results of 715 Gates-Strang Health Knowledge
Tests which were not administered by the writer were computed, compiled emd
evaluated to determine the status of health information of the group of
students*
General Conclusions
1* Out of a possible score of 60, scores of the 715 pupils ranged from 0
to 55*
2* There was a significant sex difference between the mean scores of the
295 bosy and 420 girls which favored the girls*
3* Superior health Imowledge of the group was revealed by students below
eleven years* Students above eleven years revealed inferior information
and the scores of the students of eleven years revealed average informa¬
tion of the group*
4* The average scores obtained from this study were much lower than the
scores of a somewhat similar group reported in the manual of directions*
5* The ages of the pupils ranged from nine to ei^teen* The average age
for the group was 11 years, 11*6 months*
6* Thirteen per cent of the items were of least difficulty*




8» Nineteen per cent of the items were of average degree of difficulty*
9# Thirty-eight per cent of the items were above the average degree of dif¬
ficulty*
10* Eight per cent of the items were of the greatest degree of difficulty*
11* Item forty-one was the most difficult item based on the percent of failtires
12* Item fourteen was the item of least difficulty*
13* All of the pupils attempted the first 25 of the 60 items*
14* The items of the test were not arranged according to the degree of dif¬
ficulty .they wore to the 715 low-sixth grade pupils*
15* Pupils were least familiar with items which dealt with defining physio¬
logical terms and they gave the largest percentage of correct responses to
items concerning healthful living conditions and safety measures*
Implications
The small percentage of correct responses to the items on the Gates-
Strang Health Knowledge Test by 715 low-sixth grade pupils of Atlanta indicates
that there is a general deficiency of health information among the pupils and
reveals the need for a change in the health curriculum*
APPENDIX A
APPENDIX A
SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES AND GRAPHS
TABLE 12
THE ITEMS OF THE HEALTH TEST OF LEAST DIFFICULTY, THE NUMBER
O'F attempts, failures and THE PERCENT OF FAILURES OF EACH ITEM
Items Attempts Failxires Per Cent of
Failures
14 715 97 12.56
25 715 113 15.80
15 715 121 16.92
1 715 127 17.75
5 715 137 19.15
33 715 145 20*43
2 715 153 21.39
17 715 183 25.58
TABLE 13
THE ITEMS OF THE HEALTH TEST WHICH WERE BELOW THE AVERAGE DEGREE OF
DIFFICULTY, THE NUMBER OF ATTEMPTS, FAILURES AND
THE PERCENT OF FAILURES OF BACH ITEM
Items Attempts Failures Per Cent of
Failures
18 715 207 28.94
3 715 211 29.50
47 695 217 31.22
6 715 227 31.73
22 715 231 32.29
12 715 238 33.27
13 715 243 33.96
29 712 243 34.13
34 711 249 35.02
4 715 269 37.51
30 711 273 38.39
40 707 273 38.61




THE ITEllS OF THE HEALTH TEST OF AVERAGE DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY,
THE NT3MBER OF ATTEl^dPTS, FAILURES AND THE PER CENT OF FAILURES OF EACH ITEM
... J
Items Attempts Failures Per Cent of
Failures
50 693 303 43.72
26 713 325 45,58
7 715 335 46.83
58 674 349 51.78
59 674 367 54.45
49 694 377 54.32
11 715 399 54.68
37 708 393 55,50
48 695 389 55.97
19 715 403 56.80
10 .715 405 56,52
37
TABLE 15
THE -ITEMS OF THE HEALTH TEST ABOVE THE AVERAGE DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY,
THE HUMBER OF ATTEMPTS, FAILURES AND THE PER CENT FAILURES OF. EACH ITEM
Itetms Attempts Failures Per Cent of
Failures
27 713 417 58.48
55 680 419 61.61
42 704 439 62,35
16 715 447 62.08
54 674 425 62.99
8 683 431 62.95
44 715 449 62.56
32 703 445 63.30
56 710 457 64.36
43 677 441 65.14
35 703 463 65.86
20 711 469 65.99
38 715 477 66.58
39 708 471 66.65
9 708 471 66.65
51 715 483 67.42
57 690 469 67.97
31 675 461 68.29
45 711 487 68.49
28 699 491 70.24
21 713 509 71.38




THE ITE^:S OF THE HEALTH TEST OF THE GREATEST DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY,
TEE NUMBER OF ATTEMPTS, FAILURES AND THE PER CENT OF FAILURES OF EACH ITEM
Items Attempts Failures Per Cent of
Failures
52 687 531 77.13
46 698 541 77,50
23 715 567 79,27
24 715 589 82,24
41 705 593 84,11
FA£9uiTVc
37
FIGURE 1. - A FREQUENCY POLYGON OF THE 715 SCORES AS







FIGURE 3. • A FEEQUEI^CY POLTGOH OP THE DISTRIBUTION OP
THE SCORES OF 295 BOYS AND 420 GIRLS AS
SHOO IN TABLE 5.
APPENDIX B
Manual of Directions*
GATES-STRANG HEALTH KNOWLEDGE TESTS
For Elementary Tests (Grades 3 to 8), Forms A, B, C
For Advanced Tests (Grades 7 to 12), Forms D, E, F
By Arthur I. Gates and Ruth Strang
Published by Bureau of Publications, Teachers College
Columbia University, New York
The Gates-Strang Flealth Knowledge Test in its re¬
vised form (1938) is designed for elementary school
and high school. There are three forms (A, B, and
C) of the Elementary Tests for Grades 3 to 8, and
three forms (D, E, and F) of the Advanced Tests for
Grades 7 to 12. Either the Elementary Tests or the
Advanced Tests may be used in the junior high school
grades, depending on the ability and health achieve¬
ment of the particular group. If, in these grades, an
emphasis on the less technical aspects of health knowl¬
edge is desired, the Elementary Tests would be the
more appropriate. These tests, each comprising 60
questions of the five-options type, are closely equal in
difl&culty and make possible the repeated testing of
health knowledge exercises.
The items selected are based on extensive curricu¬
lum research involving an analysis of mortality, mor¬
bidity, and accident statistics, popular health sources,
interests and needs of children of different ages, and
courses of study and textbooks. Items from the
original form of the test and a previous study of about
five hundred exercises were incorporated in the pres¬
ent tests.
RELIABILITY OF THE TESTS
The three forms of the Elementary Tests were ad¬
ministered to the same pupils in grades 3 to 8 in a
large city system and in a suburb. The coeflScients
of correlation based on 811 cases were:
Form A and B 80
Form A and C 76
Form B and C 84
* The authors here acknowledge the invaluable assistance of Dr. Ella
Woodyard, Research Associate, Institute of Educational Research,
Teachers College, Columbia University.
The three forms of the Advanced Tests were ad¬
ministered to the same pupils in grades 7 to 12 in a
large city system and in a suburb. The coefficients
of correlation based on 888 cases were:
Form D and E 74
Form D and F 76
Form E and F 86
The reliability coefficients (corrected by Spearman
attenuation formula) based on 1$0 cases, 25 in each
grade, are: Form A, .83; Form B, .89; Form C, .74;
Form D, .82; Form E, .76; Form F, .74.
HOW TO ADMINISTER THE TESTS
Supplies needed by examiner are: extra pencils; a
watch that reads accurately to seconds. Supplies
for pupils are a test blank and pencil for each pupil.
The examiner’s manner should be firm, interested,
businesslike, and calm. Knowing exactly how to give
the test is probably the best way to avoid tension and
the wasting of time. The date should be written on
the board before the directions are given. The voice
should be just loud enough to be plainly heard in all
parts of the room. The examiner may increase rap¬
port with the pupils, without in any way interfering
with the standardized directions, by giving them in¬
sight into the purpose of the testing and its value to
them. The directions should then be followed in the
order given:
1. See that each child has a sharpened pencil. Hold
up some pencils, saying that if any one breaks his
pencil point during the test he may exchange it for a
sharpened one.
2. Tell children to keep the booklets closed until
told to begin.
3. Distribute test booklets with front page up, re¬
peating, if necessary, the directions to keep booklets
closed until told to begin.
4. Give directions for writing name, sex, date, age,
grade, school, and city.
5. Read aloud, clearly and not rapidly, the direc¬
tions on the first page of the test booklet. Pause for
the children’s responses to the answers of each sample.
Be sure each child has marked the exercise correctly.
6. Then say, "Now when I say Ready, turn the
page and begin with number one. Mark only the one
best answer. Do not stop until you have finished all
questions. Do not skip any. If you finish before the
time is up, look over your answers to be sure they are
right. Ready. Begin.” Note the exact time when
the children begin.
7. If children ask any questions about the meaning
of questions say only, "Do the best you can.”
8. Maintain quiet in the room throughout the
period. If necessary for the examiner to move about,
do so quietly in order not to disturb any child who is
working on the test.
9. Be ready to supply a pencil to any child who
needs one.
10. Time—for Elementary Tests: When exactly
forty minutes have passed, say "Stop” and collect
papers immediately. If all the class finish before the
forty minutes are up, the papers may be collected.
The forty-minute time allotment should give the
pupils time enough to demonstrate their ability on
the test.
Time—for Advanced Tests: Thirty minutes. If
all the class finish before the thirty minutes are up,
the papers may be collected. The thirty minutes
should give the pupils time enough to demonstrate
their ability on the test.
HOW TO SCORE THE TESTS
The accompanying answer key indicates in each
case the page, number, and letter of the correct
answer. For convenience in scoring, the answer key
is spaced to correspond exactly with the test. Cut the
columns apart if it will facilitate scoring. Lay the key
alongside the answers. If the answer is correct, put a
c beside the exercise; if an incorrect answer or more
than one answer in an exercise is marked, put a cross
(X) by the exercise; if no answer is marked, put a
minus sign (—) by the exercise. The score is the
number of correct answers. This score may be
quickly checked by counting the total number of
wrong answers and omissions, and then subtracting
this number from the total number of exercises.
SCORES OBTAINED IN CERTAIN
SCHOOL SITUATIONS
It is more valuable to know how the scores of a
certain group compare with those of a somewhat sim¬
ilar group than it is to have, as a basis for comparison,
the average scores of widely different populations.
Accordingly "norms” are reported in terms of three
types of situations—^large city schools, suburban
schools, and small town and rural schools. Since in
health education instruction is not standardized, valid
national norms are not reasonably fixed.
USE OF THE TESTS
These health tests are useful in curriculum revision
as well as in the health guidance of pupils. The total
scores reveal superior or inferior health knowledge on
the part of individuals and groups. The study of
specific errors shows the kinds of health knowledge in
which individuals and groups are lacking. With the
present lack of uniformity in health instruction the
testing of a group in order to ascertain their present
status of health knowledge is essential to effective in¬
struction. The repetition of the testing at intervals
will show the progress which the pupils make over a
period of time.
This is especially true in the junior and senior high
school years. All pupils do not take physiology, or
biology, or home economics. There are, therefore,
gaps in their health knowledge. A boy who has
studied physiology will make a high score on the ques¬
tions relating to the structure and function of the
body, but may be extremely deficient in his knowl¬
edge of the facts of nutrition.
The following tables giving the distribution of
scores in different types of school are to be read thus;
In the third grade of a large city system, 109 pupils
were tested. The lowest score obtained was 7; the
highest 47. Three-fourths of the pupils made a score
of 34 or higher; one-fourth a score of 26 or lower.
Half made a score higher than 30 and half a score
lower than 30. The rest of the table should be read
in the same way.
DISTRIBUTION OF SCOllES, ELEMENTARY TESTS, GRADES 3-8
LARGE CITY SYSTEM
Grades 3 4 5 6 7 8

























































































































































RURAL SCHOOLS IN WO COUNTIES, A AND B


















































DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES, ADVANCED TESTS, GRADES 7-12
LARGE CITY HIGH SCHOOL
Grades 7 8 9 10 11 12
Cases 115 105 115 69
FORM D
Range 15-46 23-51 28-52 25-5
Q3 37 41 44 46
Median 32 37 41 42
Qi 28 33 37 38
FORM E
Range 18-49 21-46 23-50 23-5:
Q3 35 37 42 44
Median 32 34 38 40
Qi 28 31 35 36
FORM F
Range 23-49 18-53 31-56 33-j:
Q3 43 47 49 52
Median 38 42 47 47
QI 33 38 43 42
SUBURBAN HIGH SCHOOL
Grades 7 8 9 10 11 12
Cases 43 68 133 116 112 108
FORM D
Range 13-43 17-47 17-49 24-51 27-53 26-4!
Q3 38 37 39 43 46 45
Median 34 34 35 36 42 42
QI 28 27 31 36 39 38
FORM E
Range 18-46 23-45 16-48 26-51 22-50 30-4!
Q3 37 37 40 42 43 42
Median 32 34 35 38 40 40
QI 30 28 31 35 35 37
FORM F
Range 21-52 23-52 23-54 23-56 32-56 37-55
Q3 44 46 46 50 51 50
Median 40 41 42 46 46 48
QI 34 36 38 42 42 45
GATES-STRANG HEALTH KNOWLEDGE TEST
Prepared by Arthur I. Gates and Ruth Strang
Teachers College, Columbia University
Grades 3-8 Form A
Name ce
How old are you? When is your birthday? Grade
Town or city
DIRECTIONS: Here are some questions about health. Five answers are given to each question. Read
carefully each question and the five answers. Then mark only the ONE best answer. If you do not know
which answer is best, mark one anyway. But if you mark more than one answer to a question, all of
them will be called wrong.
Name of your school
SAMPLE EXERCISES
1. We should have fresh air
a. All of the time a
b. In the daytime but not at night b
c. At night but not during the daytime.. . c
d. Especially in summer d
e. When we begin to get a headache e
2. Boys and girls should brush their teeth
a. Twice a year a




3.After an outdoor picnic one should
a. Throw the waste food into a near-by
_ stream a
b. Set fire to the papers and leave them to
burn up b
c. Spread the leftover food on the ground c
d. Hide the waste food and papers in the
bushes
, d
e. Leave no waste food or papers lying
around e
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College
Columbia University, New York City
Copyright, 1937, by Teachers College, Columbia University
Printed in U. S. A.
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1. You should always wash your hands
before
a. Taking a bath a
b. Eating b
c. Playing outdoor games c
d. Making a garden d
e. Cleaning your room e
2. A good place to throw bits of waste food,
old papers, and rags is
a. In the street a
b. In the bushes where they are not easily
seen b
c. In a river or brook —!—c
d. In a dark corner d
e. In a can or wire basket made to hold
such things e
3. Just before you go to bed, you should
a. Clean your teeth a
b. Play some exciting game , . b
c. Eat some cookies or bread and butter to
keep you from getting hungry before
morning c
d. Select a good book to read in bed d
e. Shut all the windows to keep out the
night air e
4. The most important food for a child to
have three times a day is
a. Meat : a
b. An orange b
c. A green leafy vegetable c
d. Hot cereal d
e. Milk e






e. Pollen e6.If your father gives you a bar of sweet
milk chocolate in the middle of the morn¬
ing, the best time to eat it is
a. As soon as he gives it to you a
b. After lunch b
c. Before dinner c
d. Just before you go to bed d
e. On your way home to lunch e
7.A good rule for sleeping well is toa.Wait until you feel very tired before
you go to bed .a
b. Sleep in a warm room with all the win¬
dows closed b
c. Sleep in a room where a small light is
burning c
d. Sleep in a cool, quiet, dark room J
e. Sleep with someone e
8. Alice had a good appetite for supper be¬
cause all the afternoon she had
a. Studied her lessons a
b. Played indoors b
c. Sat in the movies c
d. Played out of doors d
e. Eaten ice cream and cake e
9. The best light to read with
a. Falls on your book from above and be¬
hind a
b. Shines directly in the eyes b
c. Shines brightly on the shiny white paper
of your book c
d. Is from an unshaded light on your desk d
e. Is a dim light on the ceiling e
10. The best place to keep your toothbrush is
a. In a box with a tight lid a
b. In a glass with other toothbrushes b
c. In a closed cupboard c
d. On a hook by a sunny window d
e. On a shelf with other brushes e
11. If a person is hungry half an hour before
supper time, it is usually best for him to
a. Eat a meat sandwich a
b. Eat a few cookies b
c. Drink a cup of cocoa c
d. Eat an ice-cream cone d
e. Drink a glass of water e
12. Bobby always drank from a drinking
fountain in the right way. He
a. Put his lips on the bulb of the fountain -a
b. Put his fingers on the bulb of the foun¬
tain as he drank -b
c. Let only the water above the bulb touch
his lips c
d. Took out his chewing gum first and
stuck it on the side of the fountain. . .
e. Played with the water as it came up
from the bulb ®
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13. In a well-kept refrigerator, you will find
a. Food wrapped in the paper in which it
was bought a
b. Milk and butter uncovered b
c. A dish o£ food beginning to spoil c
d. Shelves with bits of food sticking to
them, d
e. Clean shelves and covered food e
14. The best way to cross a busy street is to
a. Run across fast the first chance you get. a
b. Cross in the middle of the block b
c. Follow an older person as he hurries
across c
d. Walk across when the policeman’s signal
says GO d
e. Slip in back of an automobile that is
standing on the side of the street ^e
15. Anne’s mother often let her help buy
food for the family. Anne learned that
the best foods to buy were
a. Those that had been in the store a long
time a
b. Very expensive foods b
c. The ones the storekeeper wanted to sell.. c
d. Fresh, clean, and pure foods d
e. Foods left uncovered so everyone could
see them e
16. If you are afraid the water you have to
drink is not pure, the best thing to do is to
a. Boil it a
b. Let it stand in a pitcher in the icebox
two hours b
c. Let it stand in a wide pan in the sun¬
shine an hour c
d. Put some pieces of ice in it d
e. Drink no water e
17. Jack caught cold while he was at a boys’
camp with Jim. He did not want Jim to
get a cold, too, so he
a. Stayed six feet away from him a
b. Let Jim have the handkerchief he was
using himself when Jim needed one. , . . b
c. Gave Jim a bite from the apple he had
been eating c
d. Let Jim use his mouth organ to play a
new tune d
e. Sat next to him at meals e
18. In choosing the clothes you are going to
wear for the day, you should think first
of all whether or not they
a. Are suited to the weather a
b. Are new or old b
c. Are stylish c
d. Are better than other children’s d
e. Will show the dirt e






e. Stimulants like tea and coffee e
20. Jack felt well again and did not want to
get another cold so he
a. Wore warm, heavy clothing all the time a
b. Never played outdoors in the rain b
c. Stayed in the house on cold, windy days c
d. Kept his room temperature about 78° F..——d
e. Played outdoors every day for at least
an hour e
21.When you are roller skating you should
a. Cross your fingers when you get into
dangerous places a
b. Go as fast as you can down hills b
c. Hold tight to the back of trucks that
are going fast c
d. Skate on busy streets d
e. Skate on streets that are closed to cars
and automobiles e
22. The best lunch to choose in the school
lunchroom is
a. Roast pork, bread, apple sauce a
b. Vegetable soup, baked potato, milk, cup
custard b
c. Ice cream and chocolate cake c
d. Meat, potatoes, pie, milk d
e. Vegetable salad, crackers, iced tea e
23. Going to the dentist twice a year
a. Can prevent all tooth decay a
b. Can prevent small decayed spots in the
teeth from becoming big b
c. Keeps all bacteria out of your mouth. . c
d. Makes all teeth white and straight d
e. Saves you the trouble of brushing your
teeth e
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24. On a country road having no footpaths
you should walk
a. In the middle of the road a
b. On the right-hand side of the road b
c. On the left-hand side of the road c
d. First on one side and then on the other
side d
e. Side by side with two other persons. . . c
25. Of these breakfasts, the best for most
boys and girls to choose is
a. An orange, cereal, an egg, toast, a glass
of milk a
b. An orange, cereal, pancakes, syrup b
c. Cereal, egg, toast, cocoa c
d. Cereal, sausage, pancakes, syrup, cocoa.. d
e. Applesauce, buns, coffee e
26. If the organs of our bodies could talk,
they would say
a. "Wear tight belts.” a
b. "Wear garters.” b
c. "Wear high-heeled shoes.” c
d. "Wear loose clothing.” d
e. "Wear high collars.” e
27. The wisest thing to do to help you have
a natural bowel movement every day
is to
a. Go to the toilet at a different time every
day a
b. Keep all your muscles in good condition
by the right kind of exercise and food
and sunlight b
c. Pay no attention to the urge to go to the
toilet when the signal is given c
d. Eat no bulky foods, such as brown
bread, fruits, and vegetables d
e. Take a laxative every night before you
go to bed e
28. The best reason why you should gain and
keep health is that
a. You may be happy and help others. . . a
b. You may have a good health habit
record b
c. You may get good marks in school c
d. You can be proud of your health and
think about it all the time d
e. You can make more money when you
grow up c
29. The best way to take care of the ears is toa.Clean them out with a toothpick every
week a
b. Say nothing to anyone if you have an
earache b
c. Go swimming and diving even though
you have an injured eardrum c
d. Wash and dry them carefully every
day d
e. Put cotton in your ears when you go to
bed e
30. A good way to form the habit of sitting
well is to
a. Wear shoulder braces a
b. Spend all your free time outside of
school reading b
c. Sit up at night no matter how tired you
are c
d. Throw your shoulders back every time
you think of it d
e. Use chairs and desks of just the right
size and shape for you e
31. When a child’s first, or baby, teeth have
holes in them, they should usually be
a. Filled a
b. Pulled out b
c. Let alone c
d. Treated with iodine d
e. Brushed twice a day e
32. A growing boy or girl needs every day
about
a. A cup of milk a
b. A pint of milk b
c. Three cups of milk c
d. A quart of milk d
e. Two quarts of milk e
33. If you should get a low mark in school
work, it will help matters if you
a. Decide you are no good and stop work¬
ing
b. Ask the teacher’s advice and follow it..
c. Get angry and tear up yodr report card. c
d. Tell your parents the teacher does not
like you. d
e. Pretend you are sick and can’t go to
school _e
Page 534.Pasteurizing milk makes it
a. Free from dirt a
b. Richer b
c. Hard to digest c
d. Sour d
e. Safe to drink e35.A student in school should hold his book
away from his eyes about
a. 5 to 8 inches a
b. 8 to 10 inches b
c. 12 to 16 inches c
d. 18 to 20 inches d
e. 20 to 22 inches e36.The organ which does the work of send¬
ing the blood round and round the body






37. The most harmful thing that bacteria do
is to
a. Make milk turn sour a
b. Cause disease b
c. Change wine into vinegar c
d. Cause decay in the soil d
e. Make fruit spoil e
38. Mosquitoes can be kept from growing
in ponds by
a. Putting oil on the water a
b. Taking out the fish b
c. Putting salt in the ponds c
d. Letting weeds grow in the ponds d
e. Throwing lime in the water e39.If you have a headache, the best thing to
do is to
a. Take a headache medicine a
b. Take a dose of castor oil b
c. Rest in a quiet place with a cold wet
cloth on your head c
d. Sit very quietly and read in the sun¬
shine d
e. Eat a big meal e
40. One good, simple rule for preventing
constipation is to
a. Take castor oil once a week
b. Take a sugar-coated pill every night.
c. Eat vegetables or fruit, such as cabbage,
spinach, and apples, every day
d. Eat no raw fruit
e. Eat meat at least twice a day
41. A burn in which the skin is made red but
is not broken can be treated by
a. Putting iodine on it and a clean cloth
over it a
b. Putting on an oily substance b
c. Using hydrogen peroxide :C
d. Letting cold water run on it d
e. Putting mercurochrome on it e42.Mosquitoes are most likely to be born in
a. Tin cans half full of water a
b. Tin cans half full of dirt b
c. Tin cans with food left in them c
d. Garbage cans d
e. Ash cans e
I
43. The best way to study about the shape
and size of bacteria is by watching them
a. Under a bright light a
b. With the naked eye b
c. In a darkened room c
d. Under a microscope d
e. Under a hand magnifying glass e
44. People who have no money to pay for
medicine and doctor’s treatment should
a. Take care of one another a
b. Be given free medicine and free doctor’s
treatment b
c. Work harder to earn money c
d. Avoid getting sick d
e. Save a doctor’s bill by buying patent
medicine at the drugstore e
45. Foods that can be used often in place of
meat are
a. Green vegetables and fruits a
b. Fish, eggs, and dried peas b
c. Cereal, bread, and crackers c
d. Baked potatoes and celery d
e. Rice or macaroni with tomato sauce. . . e
Page 646.Proper handling of garbage and sewage
tends to
a. Cause typhoid fever a
b. Cause bowel troubles b
c. Cause the death of babies c
d. Spread disease germs d
e. Make the death rate lower. e47.A healthful meal should include food
from each of three important groups of
food. These three groups area.Cereal and bread; milk and cheese; cake.
and candy a
b. Cereal and bread; milk and cheese; fruit
and vegetables b
c. Meat and fish; milk and cheese; fruit
and vegetables c
d. Meat and fish; pie and cake; milk and
cheese d
e. Bread and butter; tea and coffee; fruit
and vegetables e48.Tuberculosis is spread by
a. Mosquitoes a
b. Fleas b
c. Careless coughing c
d. Sanitariums d
e. Night air e49.You are likely to have all your second
teeth with the exeeption of your wisdom
teeth by the time you are
a. Four years old a
b. Six years old b
c. Eight years old c
d. Ten years old d
e. Fourteen years old e
50.When a baby a year old cries hard, it
should be
a. Given more blankets and a rubber nip¬
ple to suck a
b. Given soothing syrup and a drink of
water b
c. Rocked and bounced up and down. . . . c
d. Given its bottle of milk and a sweet
cracker d
e. Carefully looked over to find and cure
the cause of its crying e
51.The amount of food we ought to eat
depends mostly upon
a. Our appetites a
b. Our size and age and what we do b
c. The length of time we have in which to
eat our meals
d. The time of year
e. The amount of money we have to spend
for food
52. The best source of starch is
a. Milk and cream
b. Green, leafy vegetables
c. Cereals and bread
d. Eggs and bacon
e. Sugar and fruit
53. One sign of a healthful schoolroom is
a. Very dry air
b. A temperature of 75 °F
c. No talking or moving about
d. Children sitting very close together. , , .
e. Air that is kept gently moving in and
out
54. The oxygen which we breathe into our






55. The effect of the right amount of sunlight
is to
a. Cure all kinds of diseases
b. Aid good growth of the bones
c. Make other health habits unnecessary.. . .
d. Increase the amount of iron in eggs
e. Make cod-liver oil more necessary. . . .’. e
56. Food and oxygen are carried to all parts
of the body and waste is carried away








57. The best height for the heels on ten-year-
old children’s shoes is about
a. One inch a
b. Three inches b
c. One and one-half inches c
d. Two inches. d
e. Two and one-half inches e
58.Many people who have tuberculosis get
well by
a. Taking patent medicines a
b. Taking cold baths and setting-up exer¬
cises every day b
c. Digging and doing other hard work all
day in the sunshine c
d. Having much rest, wholesome food,
fresh air d
e. Drinking whisky and sleeping in fresh
air e
59. A baby less than one year old should have
a. Eight hours of sleep a day “
b. A feather pillow to sleep on b
c. The same amount of sleep as an older
child c
d. Sleep during the night only d
e. At least sixteen hours of sleep daily. . . . e
60. The chief work of the nerves is to
a. Make all the muscles of the body strong. a
b. Make chemical substances which help
the body to meet sudden strains b
c. Carry food and oxygen to all parts of
the body c
d. Keep a person from becoming “nerv¬
ous.” d
e. Carry messages from one part of the
body to another part e
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